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Are you looking forward to learning about Pinterest Marketing in 2021? Here in this Pinterest

Marketing 2021: Pinterest SEO, Proven Strategy, Daily weekly & monthly Task List, I have

compiled all the tactics and hacks to generate free leads and traffic from Pinterest. What you

will get in this Pinterest marketing book,1. My personal experience of continuous failure to

success. (I’m not a GURU at all, I have shared in this book what I have learned and observed

and experimented)2. You will learn how Pinterest Algorithm works.3. Pinterest SEO and

keyword research hacks.4. You will Get to know about BFP theory in Pinterest marketing. (this

is the worth reading for discovering the hidden potential of your Pinterest profile)5. You will

learn how to convince Pinterest smart feed to show your pins.6. My own Pinterest marketing

strategy to generate traffic and gain genuine followers.7. You will learn the ins and outs of

Affiliate marketing on Pinterest.8. You will learn how to generate affiliate sales without even any

website or a blog.9. You will discover why it is compulsory to use Pinterest for business.10. You

will learn what kind of brands gets great exposures on Pinterest.11. Small business marketing

tactics to generate leads through Pinterest.12. You will learn to create a different social media

marketing strategy for Pinterest.And a lot more which you need to learn to accelerate your

Pinterest marketing.But before that let me ask you,(I'm sure you will get all the answers in the

book)1. Do you know how Pinterest works?If you know this then only you can easily place your

pins on the top of the page of your customer’s Pinterest profile.2. Do you know how the

Pinterest algorithm and smart feed works?You must learn about it, because Pinterest smart

feed is one of the best examples of artificial intelligence, and3. Do you know how to place

keywords in your pins descriptions and how to rank higher? Because if you place keywords

randomly your pins might get banned.4. Do you know what is BFP theory in Pinterest

marketing?5. Do you know when and how Pinterest will show your pins to the targeted

audience?6. Do you know how to set up a profile and getting invited for active groups with zero

pain?7. How to generate business leads and affiliate sales from Pinterest?8. Do you know

when and what kind of affiliate links you can directly embed in your pins?9. Do you know what

kind of Pin designs and patterns resonates the most?10. Do you know you can make money

from Pinterest even if you don’t have any blog or website?I can ask you a lot of questions in

this sequence but I just wanted to realize that what everybody feels when it comes to Pinterest

marketing for their business. Pinterest is a great social media platform that has the potential to

generate hundreds and even thousands of leads for your online business. No matters what

kind of online business you are running you can find your targeted audience on the

platforms.From this book, You get to know what it takes to dominate Pinterest and how to

generate free traffic from Pinterest for sure

From the AuthorThe book has no fluff information that you can find for free like setting up a

Pinterest profile, creating boards, and pinning, joining group boards etc. Rather you would find

the exact strategy, applying Pinterest SEO, pinning strategy that he uses. --This text refers to

the paperback edition.
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Pinterest MarketingPinterest SEO, Proven Strategy, Daily, weekly & monthly task

listResearched and written By:Faijan AliFaiJan AliI'm a Learner!!!Yes! I'm a learner and

whatever I learn I write.Greetings!!!This is Faijan Ali Bukhari, from India.If you want an

overview of me then I must explain myself as:By education I'm a Mathematician, By

Profession I'm a businessman, By Passion I'm a researcher,By Heart I'm a Teacher.This is not

fantasy talk, this is what I'm.I have completed my education in Masters of Mathematics in

2014.From then I started involving in online marketing, ecommerce and Social media

marketing.Gradually I found myself inclining towards Pinterest (A Social Media Platform like

Facebook, Twitter).Pinterest is more than what most of users thinks about this Platform.It has a

great potential to get the recognintion for your business.It is not only a photo sharing site or a

social media, but also you can create a great brand awareness with the help of right

strategy.This is what I feel and in order to figure out the right strategy I started researching

Pinterest.I research Pinterest thoroughly for a year and a half and then I have created an easy

to follow marketing strategy.Now I have compiled my research and strategy in step by step

format in the form this book, so you can learn each and everything about Pinterest

marketing.Thank YouWishing you a great success in Pinterest Marketing.AcknowledgementI'm

very gratefull that I have a great personality in my life. The one who is my Ideal, my teacher

and a scholar himself i.e. (Respected)Saiyed BadreAalam Bukhariwithout his motivation and

support this book will never come in the existence.Saiyed BadreAalam Bukhari is an islamic

sufi scholar, businessman, Socialactivist and also a writer.I'm also thankful to my family who

always supports and created the situation under which I can spread my wings.ContentPinterest

Marketing in 2019What is Pinterest Marketing?Pinterest Features Quick IntroductionStart

Marketing on Pinterest in 10 stepsHow to Dominate Pinterest SEO using BFP theoryBFP

theory introduction.How to apply the BFP theory to maximize your Pinterest Reach?How is

Pinterest SEO different from Google SEO?How to get the higher rank of your pins?3. How To

Get Pinterest Smart Feed Show Your Pins To Millions Of Its UsersWhy you should learn about

Pinterest Smart FeedHow Pinterest Smart Feed works behind the sceneHow to get Pinterest

Smart Feed Show your Pins4. How Does Pinterest Algorithm Work?23 Algorithm

Improvements to Rank HighHow does Pinterest Algorithm WorkPinterest Best Practices To

ImproveDomain QualityPins QualityPinners QualityRelevancePinterest Strategy: How to get

more traffic from PinterestProven Pinterest Marketing strategyDaily, Weekly and Monthly

PlannerBONUS CHAPTER5 Must Follow Steps to Make Money On Pinterest With/Without A

BlogChoose the right NicheChoose an Awesome Product to PromoteCreate Stunning

PinsMake your Pins get found On PinterestAnalyze the stats and optimize your marketing

strategy%Æ%Æ%ÆPinterest Marketing in 2020What is Pinterest Marketing ?Pinterest marketing is using

Pinterest as a tool to increase awareness of your business.Pinterest marketing is not just for

bloggers but also for any business looking to increase their audience utilizing a visual

platform.Pinterest drives organic traffic back to a website and helps increase the overall

awareness of a brand or business.As you begin to use Pinterest marketing as part of your

business’ marketing strategy, you may find that you need help creating amazing graphics

setting up your Pinterest account or even creating the right content.Sharing or posting content

on Pinterest is called “pinning.” Users “pin” a piece of new content to a “board.” A board is a

collection of Pins that usually share a common theme. You can create new boards around any

topic from classic cars to parenting tips.Pinterest users typically use the platform to save ideas

and products that you want to remember or revisit later. It is also used to bookmark articles or



blog posts that you want to read later.Pinterest is different from other “social media” networks

because it focuses more on research and inspiration. While Facebook and Instagram focus

more on sharing information or posting about your life, Pinterest is for inspiration, research and

buying.While Pinterest is smaller than some of the other social media sites but, as of May

2018, it is responsible for 65% of all sales from social media. Learn Pinterest features

QuicklyBoards: Boards are containers of similarly categorized content; each board contains

content with a similar theme or interest; for example, one board might be “New Mom Advice”

while another is about protecting your finances “Long-term Financial Planning for

Millennial”Secret boards: Secret boards are the same as boards, except no one but you or

those you’ve invited to Pin on that board is able to see that secret board, you can make a

secret board public at any timeGroup boards: Group boards work the same as regular boards

except there are multiple pinners sharing content on a group boardPin: A pin is a graphic or

image that you add to board, a Pin will usually link to an external website like a blog post, sales

page or product pageRepin: Repining is when you take someone’s content that was already

pinned on Pinterest and pin it to one of your own boards; by repining, you’re sharing it on your

own Pinterest profileStart Marketing on Pinterest-In a nutshell, I’m dividing marketing on

Pinterest into 10 steps.(Head over to Profile settings)Setup your Pinterest Business

accountWrite Compelling and keyword-oriented Profile DescriptionsClaim your websiteCreate

5-10 boards relevant to your business.Optimize your boards and pin a few related pins.Design

some pins that can represent your services and business and pin this to the relevant

boards.Repin other peoples content to your boards.For the better reach of your content start

joining group boards.Keep an eye on the stats & performance of your pins and boards and

optimize your pinning strategy accordingly.Research and Experiment on new strategies until

you get the results.I hope you have got the idea and might be thinking that marketing on

Pinterest is quite easy. But wait,Verifying your business, creating boards, pinning and repining

are not enough to get the right result.If you do so blindly, you would be kicked out by Pinterest’s

ever-changing Algorithm and smart feed.So now what you need to know is how to get success

on Pinterest without hurting its algorithm and home feed (smart feed) and how to grow safely

on Pinterest.When to pin, when to create boards, when to join/leave group boards, what tools

to use and who to follow, how many times a day you should pin or repin ???? etc etc.These are

the usual questions that every new marketer has when he/she is going to start marketing on

Pinterest.Don’t be panic, just go through each and every chapter of the book and at the end,

you will get all the answers to your burning questions for sure.Let’s begin,%Æ%Æ%ÆHow to Dominate

Pinterest SEO using BFP theoryDo you know it is easier to rank on Pinterest than on Google

by improving your Pinterest SEO level?In this lesson, I'm gonna show you how BFP (self-

declared) theory works behind getting high visibility of your pins on Pinterest.What you will

learn in this lessonBFP theory introduction.How to apply the BFP theory to maximize your

Pinterest Reach?My own pins examples with real Proof.How is Pinterest SEO different from

Google SEO?How to get the higher rank of your pins?

Pinterest Marketing 2021 The ultimate guide to pinterest marketing, Pinterest Marketing 2021

The ultimate guide to pinterest advertising, Pinterest Marketing 2021 The ultimate guide to

pinterest analytics, Pinterest Marketing 2021 The ultimate guide to pinterest growth, Pinterest

Marketing 2021 The ultimate guide to pinterest ads, Pinterest Marketing 2021 The ultimate

guide to pinterest business, Pinterest Marketing 2021 The ultimate guide to content, Pinterest
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Marketing 2021 The ultimate guide, Pinterest Marketing 2021 The ultimate guide pdf, Pinterest

Marketing 2021 The ultimate warrior, Pinterest Marketing 2021 the tower, pinterest marketing

strategy 2021, Pinterest Marketing 2021 the best, pinterest marketing advertising beginner to

advanced 2021, Pinterest Marketing 2021 the open, Pinterest Marketing 2021 the future,

pinterest marketing trends 2021, pinterest marketing 2021, pinterest marketing tips 2021,

pinterest marketing course 2021, pinterest for business 2021, how to sell on pinterest 2021,

pinterest ad specs 2021

Pintastic Marketing: Achieve Pinterest Marketing Success in 2021, The Last Law of Attraction

Book You'll Ever Need To Read: The Missing Key To Finally Tapping Into The Universe And

Manifesting Your Desires, Ultimate Guide to Pinterest for Business (Ultimate Series), One

Million Followers: How I Built a Massive Social Following in 30 Days, Ultimate Course Formula:

How to Create and Sell Online Courses in 60 Days or Less, Instagram Marketing Blueprint

2021: The Practical Guide & Secrets For Gaining Followers. Becoming An Influencer, Building

A Personal Brand & Business & ... (Social Media Marketing & SEO Mastery 2021), The 1-Page

Marketing Plan: Get New Customers, Make More Money, And Stand Out From The Crowd,

SEO Workbook: Search Engine Optimization Success in Seven Steps (2022 Online

Marketing), Hook Point: How to Stand Out in a 3-Second World, SEO 2022: Learn search

engine optimization with smart internet marketing strategies, How to Sell on Etsy With

Pinterest | Selling on Etsy Made Ridiculously Easy Vol.2: Your No-Nonsense Guide to Etsy

Marketing That Works, 500 Social Media Marketing Tips: Essential Advice, Hints and Strategy

for Business: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn, YouTube, Snapchat, and More!

(Updated MAY 2022!), ONLINE MARKETING BOOT CAMP: The Simple, Proven Formula To

Take Your Business From Zero To 6 FIGURES & Crack The Digital Marketing Code once + for

all! (Influencer Fast Track® Series Book 3)

Peter Thomas, “No Fluff all Facts. Gain an was direct and to the point about everything he is

trying to teach in this book. If you want to go into more detailed technical versions he has links

that will take you their!! Looking forward to more from this author!!Thank you Faijan”

JuJo, “Genial. Me ha gustado, aunque se ha hecho corto, realmente me ha gustado el libro,

totalmente recomendable para las personas que quieran empezar con Pinterest”

Shunny, “A well-explained book. It is a well-explained summary about Pinterest, it explains how

the platform works, what their algorithms are about and gives great tips of how to improve your

marketing strategy on the platform.”

The book by Faijan Ali has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 10 people have provided feedback.
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